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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first results of a sequential modelling engine developed for the rapid, exhaustive simulation of building retrofit options spanning multiple
investment periods and varying economic conditions.
An illustrative case study shows how the overall model
can be used to generate correlations between return-oninvestment, initial capital cost, and risk, while also verifying if greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets can
be upheld.

INTRODUCTION
Whole building energy simulation (WBES) remains a
technique used in the building services sector to, primarily, parametrize the design and evaluate the performance of energy supply systems and demand reduction
measures in new build projects or large-scale renovations. Simulation using dynamic building energy models (BEMs), such as TRNSYS, EnergyPlus, or IESve,
remains common practise in industry and research, notionally due to the tools’ ability to capture - at small time
steps - the salient physical interactions between energy
system components and the built environment (Crawley
et al., 2008).
Whole building energy optimization using dynamic
models is an emerging field with respect to WBES.
It has been characterized by a variety of deterministic and stochastic optimization algorithms used to identify ideal energy system parameters and/or products
(Horowitz et al., 2008; Ooka and Komamura, 2009;
Stadler et al., 2010). Optimization has been applied
primarily to new building projects or large-scale renovations, where design flexibility combined with the relatively low marginal impact of cost overrides has not
placed stringent requirements on combining engineering optimization with in-depth economic uncertainty
analysis.
In contrast to new builds, however, building energy
retrofit projects do not benefit from this ability to redefine a building’s overall energy system from scratch.
Retrofits can be triggered by a need to replace only one
technology in a building (e.g., a boiler of exterior glazing) and the decision to replace or install other technologies may depend specifically on the marginal effect that such decisions would have on long-term build-

ing running costs. Hence, retrofit decision-making may
face more stringent economic constraints (such as capital and operating maintenance costs), objectives (such
as payback periods and carbon emission targets), and
time horizons.
If we then enumerate the individual types of technologies, measures, and economic scenarios which exist for
a given project, as in figure 1, we can see the difficulty
in applying BEMs in order to simulate individual investment options1 and long-term strategies2 . For instance,
if execution of a dynamic BEM would be required for
any strategy chosen, any optimization algorithm applied
to the problem would still require a non-trivial degree of
computational expense in order to reasonably assess the
relevant search space.
Paper outline
We present in this paper an altogether new building energy modelling approach for the expedient simulation
and techno-economic optimization of building retrofit
options over multiple investment periods. We present
in the following section an illustrative description of the
model and its underlying methodology. Following that,
we present a case study applying the model to the investment analysis of a 1960s-era, mixed-used office building in the UK.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Optimization goals
Simulations using the model are to generate sufficient
data to address any of the following objectives, given
a user-defined timeline and number of investment periods:
• the most financially rewarding investment strategy,
given an initial capital constraint
• the investment strategy that most economically
meets long-term GHG reduction targets
• the range of potential strategies that balance all
three of capital costs, return-on-investment, and
GHG emissions reduction

1 An ’option’ represents a combination of technology measures and
economic scenarios for a given investment period
2 A ’strategy’ represents the concatenation of the option strings representing each investment period
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Model overview
It is useful to contextualize the modelling process as
that of a reverse Sankey diagram, as illustrated in figure 2. We state principally, that maintaining or improving building occupants’ existing demand for services is
paramount for any retrofit measure to be taken-up. From
this rule it is possible to define, at the outset of a project,
the transient demand profiles attributed of each service
rendered.
These profiles become the necessary inputs to the building energy demand model, which determines what
amount of mechanical work, namely HVAC and electricity, must be delivered to the building zones in order
to maintain these services. The profiles output from the
BEM are then used as inputs to the separate energy supply systems model, which determines what amount of
primary energy is required to deliver the required HVAC
and electricity demand.
Last, depending on the technologies chosen, their size,
and the total primary energy consumed by the building,
economic analysis can determine the overall effect of
the retrofit on building running costs.
The computational savings of this approach are attributed principally to the removal of energy supply systems modelling from the BEM environment. Hence,
the model presented is that of a sequential modelling
engine, where all possible combinations within the a
model are independently assessed before execution of
any subsequent models.
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Figure 1: Technology string (and sub-strings) corresponding to each option
In the following sections, we provide a brief description of each model developed for this work. However,
a more detailed description of the engineering modelling process is forthcoming in (Rysanek and Choud-

hary, 2011).
Model I: Occupant-services demand
We apply a stochastic prediction method in order to determine the likely occupant services demand within a
building at a given time of year. Recent works have illustrated the importance of probabilistic modelling of
occupant-driven demand in order to facilitate accurate
investigation of low-carbon, or low-energy technologies Yao and Steemers (2005); Richardson et al. (2008).
These works have proposed that more realistic hourly
services demand profiles can be generated if one represents the instantaneous demand of a particular occupant
or appliance as the product of a Markov chain consisting
of several transitional probabilities.
Developed in the MS Excel/VBA environment, the
present model consists specifically of three components:
1) an agent-based stochastic demand profile generator
for internal heat gain and electrical appliance loads ;
2) an occupancy-based artificial lighting demand generator; and 3) a thermal comfort demand specifier. We
based our approach on the cited works in addition to calculation standards developed by CEN-ISO(CEN, 2006).
We refer readers to (Rysanek and Choudhary, 2011) for
a technical description of the approach taken.
Model II: Multi-zone building energy demand
The prediction of end-use building energy demand is
done using a modified version of the TRNSYS 3D
multi-zone building energy model template(Thermal
Energy System Specialists, 2009). The model is composed primarily of three calculation components: Type
192 (TMY2 weather data reader), Type 56 (multizone
building model), and Type 155 (MATLAB-TRNSYS
runtime coupler). The run-time coupling of TRNSYS
to MATLAB is done to facilitate automatic parameter
specification and simulation of different HVAC control
methods - as well as to automatically read output data
from the prior model.
We define ancillary HVAC control methods in Matlab in
order to model phenomena not easily investigated using
the standard Type 56. Such processes include the effect
of window opening due to occupant thermal comfort
and the effect of localized overheating or underheating
due to poorly controlled HVAC systems. With respect
to domestic hot water (DHW) demand, a quasi-steady
state method is presently employed, given the low demand for DHW observed across buildings assessed sofar.
Model III: Energy supply systems
Given the end-use demand profiles generated from the
prior model, we apply a similar approach to calculating
primary energy consumption as that employed by quasi
steady-state BEMs and some dynamic models. We assume that the energy consumed by a particular energy
supply system QS is a function of the total energy demand it serves, QD , and the thermal efficiencies of both
the generator, ηS and the energy distribution system,
ηdistr .
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Figure 2: Comparison of modelling approach with a Sankey diagram
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Figure 3: Iterative data transfer between TRNSYS and
MATLAB at each time step in Model II
Table 1: Processes and HVAC control types modelled
within Matlab (via TRNSYS Type 155)
Process
Heat transfer by natural ventilation
(windows)
Average building air infiltration rate
Centrally-managed thermal plant
without zone-level controls
Load and weather compensation of
HVAC plants
Domestic hot water (DHW) demand

QS =

QD
ηdistr · ηS

Eq’n sources
(CEN, 2006)
(CIBSE, 2006)
(Rysanek
and
Choudhary, 2011)
(Liao et al., 2005)
(CEN, 2006)

(1)

To incorporate the effects of part-load energy efficiency,
we cite a number of prior works which have been committed to deriving or presenting empirical system performance curves for salient building energy supply technologies(Jenkins et al., 2008b; Yu and Chan, 2007; He
and Cai, 2009). An example of data from these works
is illustrated in figure 4, providing a correlation of system thermodynamic efficiency and COP to part-load ratio. The work of Jenkins et al. is particularly highlighted; in (Jenkins et al., 2008a,b) the authors apply
such efficiency curves to simulate the performance of
conventional boilers, chillers, and ASHPs given enduse demand profiles generated from a dynamic BEM.
In this work, the approach taken by Jenkins et al. is also
followed; the efficiency of a chosen HVAC distribution
system is kept constant throughout a simulation. Values
are assigned according to those presented in relevant literature(Building Research Establishment (BRE), 2010;
Yildiz and Güngör, 2009). Where grid electricity is concerned, it holds that ηdistr = ηS = 1.
The key outputs of the energy supply systems model are
sets of two variables for each supply system, i, installed.
They are the total annual energy supplied by a particular
system, QA
S,i , and the required system capacity, Xi =
max (QS,i ).
The description provided here is a simplification of the
applied methodology which, in its implementation, has
a number of additional critical steps. For instance,
combined systems, such as the combination of cogeneration units with backup boilers, are assessed in a
more detailed manner than by using only equation (1).
This and other issues are discussed further in (Rysanek
and Choudhary, 2011).
Model IV: Economic analysis
The economic model is used to assess the cost/benefit
of each particular refurbishment strategy. As described
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Figure 4: Part-load performance curves of select energy
supply technologies
above, only a set of two variables from the prior models are required: the total annual energy consumption
per energy system (and the fuels used) and the capacity (or size) of each technology installed. By using annual consumption figures, we are thus amortizing energy bills annually and assuming any expenditures or
revenues from electricity and fuel usage are costed in
units of (£/kWh)3 .
Strategy selection and data management
The economic impact of a given strategy is modelled at
each year of a user-defined time-line. The intervals at
which it is possible for a new technology set to be chosen - and thus a new investment to be made - are userdefined. Feasibility constraints, also defined by a user,
determines which technology combinations are possible. Also defined ex-ante are the strategies which correspond to business-as-usual (BAU) scenarios. Therefore,
the valuation of non-BAU investments will be based on
their additionality to what would normally occur. We
stress that the engineering performance of technologies
throughout all investments periods relies on data produced by the initial run of of Models I to III. Thus, the
future performance of technologies, or the effect of future changes to occupant services, must be handled as
discrete choices in the original technology string, k.
Annual calculations
For each year of a given strategy exists a cash flow
Rt with respect to energy bills, equipment capital
costs, CAPEX , operating & maintenance (O&M) costs,
OMEX , and any capital grant provided, as defined in
(2). To assess the social benefit of investments, we estimate the annual GHG emissions of a particular strategy
in (4).
3 We use British pounds as currency throughout this paper; at time
of writing 1 GBP = 1.615 USD

∆Ef =

N
ess
�
i=1

�
�
QS,i Si − Ci
N
ess
�

GHGe =

QS,i γi

(2)

(3)

(4)

i=1

For the equations above: Ness ≡ number of discrete
energy supply systems installed; S ≡ subsidy rewarded
(in £/kWh); and C ≡ cost of resource (in £/kWh).
We point out that the variables in (2) and (3) are functions of time - y in years - and of the particular refurbishment strategy selected, k. Literature, for the most
part, can provide reasonable estimates of projected technology costs, energy prices, and any subsidies or tariffs
imposed on the buildings sector of a given region. Data
amassed for the UK sector is provided in the case study
covered by this paper.
Long-term cost/benefit analysis
We use discounted cash flows to assess the value of individual refurbishment strategies. The metric of most
interest is the net-present value (NPV) of a particular
refurbishment strategy, defined by (5). In calculating
NPV, we do not use absolute cash flows, but relative
cash flows comparing the values of a particular strategy
to what would be experienced under BAU.
NPV =

�Ny

RtBAU,i − Rti
(1 + d)Ny

i=1

(5)

In the above equation, d represents the discount rate and
y the year. Another metric needed is the discounted capital cost of the investment strategy CAPREQ . This value
is the negative of the minimum net discounted present
value (NDPV) observed across all years.
NDPV =

y
�
i=1

(RtBAU,i − Rti )(1 − d)y

(6)

Symbolically, CAPREQ represents the amount of
money that an investor must have on-hand in year zero
to fund all present and future investments. The discounting of capital costs is an important aspect of the
underlying optimization problem. We stipulate that, if
an investor can accurately foreshadow future technology performance and cost, he or she can invest an optimum amount of present-day money elsewhere and accrue interest in order to assist payment of future expenditures. Ultimately, the goal of our cost-only optimization strategy is to identify suitable refurbishment
strategies that both maximize NPV whilst minimizing
CAPREQ .
A useful metric in comparing NPV to CAPREQ is the
return on investment (ROI) denoted as:
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(7)

monthly meter readings spanning four to five years. Results are shown in figures 6 and 7.
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In this section we provide an example of the overall
model applied to determine the optimum refurbishment
strategy of an ageing mixed-use office building in the
UK. We provide a description of the existing building
in table 2, and in further subsections define the technologies and economic scenarios that are assessable as
well present relevant cost data.

<87777

Table 2: Description of building and existing systems
Characteristic
Construction date: Between 1960-1961
Number of floors: Four
Total occupied floor area: 3,265 m2
Building type: Mixed-use office building, with approximately 85 private office, 3 lecture rooms, one computer
laboratory, a small cafeteria and library, meeting rooms
and various IT/administrative areas.
Existing HVAC: Heating only, with centrallycontrolled LTHW radiator system. A high-efficiency
non-condensing boiler was installed in the late 1990s.
Building fabric: Limited insulation throughout, as per
original construction; single-pane metal-framed glazing
without weather-stripping.
Lighting: T8 fluorescent lighting is installed throughout, with manual control only. Public corridor lighting
is left on usually 24/7.
Occupancy habits: Occupants work typical weekday
hours, with modest overtime. Approximately 50% of
computing equipment is left switched on 24/7.
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Figure 6: Monthly thermal energy (gas) consumption:
comparison of simulated and measured data
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NPV + CAPREQ
ROI =
CAPREQ
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Figure 7: Monthly electrical energy (grid) consumption: comparison of simulated and measured data

Building energy model set-up and initial validation
Physically similar zones are aggregated in order to reduce the total number of spaces from over 150 to 23,
as shown by the CAD model in figure 5. The model
is imported into the BEM environment using the TRNSYS3D plug-in with Google SketchUpTM . A translator developed by the authors imports the TRNBUILD
building,$$"-$&.-(/0%#%$(01(2#3#'&"("0032
datafile into MS Excel, which generates relevant input data for Models I and II.

Refurbishment strategy optimization
A full-scale simulation is run to assess the cost/benefit
of retrofit strategies covering two investment periods.
The time horizon of any strategy is 20 years, spanning
from the beginning of 2011 to the end of 2030, with the
first investment possible in 2011 and the second in 2030.
Selected technologies and scenarios
The technologies and scenarios chosen for assessment
are listed in table 3.
Cost data

Figure 5: CAD model of case study building
We verify that the the model can reasonably predict
existing energy consumption by comparing results of
an annual simulation under present-day conditions to

A mix of literature and heuristic information provides adequate means to approximate the high and low
bounds of both upfront (capital) costs and O&M costs
of individual measures, in addition to resource prices.
In the following figures we illustrate some of the data
used, and indicate how temporal cost trends were applied. The aim of the exercise is to emulate the optimistic and pessimistic bounds of the UK energy market
and policy context.
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Table 3: Description of selected technologies and scenarios
Relevant
model
I

II

III

Measure

Description

PIR sensors
T8 to T5
Setback temperature
Draught-proofing
Replace roof
Replace glazing
eTRVs

Install PIR sensors in public areas
Convert all T8 lighting fixtures to T5 high ballasts
Reduce indoor heating set-point temperature from 18◦ C to 14◦ C overnight
Improves average building infiltration rate by 10%
Increases roof U-value from 2 W/m2 K to 1 W/m2 K
Increases glazing U-value from 2.8 W/m2 K to 1 W/m2 K
Adapt all building radiators with electronically-regulated TRVs, providing zone
heating control
High-efficiency boiler
Biomass pellets boiler with automatic feeder
Condensing boiler
Small-scale co-generation plant without thermal storage
Air-source heat pump
Best-case economic scenario for energy efficiency: High resource emissions
intensity and prices, high subsidies and carbon tariffs, and low technology costs
Worst-case economic scenario for energy efficiency: Opposite of above

Boiler
Biomass
Condens. boiler
CHP
ASHP
Best-case

IV

Worst-case

Measure
Draught-proofing
Replace roof
Replace glazing
Setback temperature
T8 to T5
PIR sensors
eTRVs

Price (£/kWh)

0.25
0.2

&'()*

Low cost
scenario
£5,000
£70,454
£119,000
£0
£14,000
£2,000
£8,000

+,-*

High cost
scenario
£6,000
£81,022
£151,000
£0
£16,000
£3,000
£11,000

Cost (thousand £)

Table 4: Assumed capital cost of demand-side technologies (heuristic data)

!
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Figure 8: Retail prices of energy resources. Solid
lines indicate ’best-case’ scenario; dotted lines indicate
’worst-case’. Sources: see footnote4
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Figure 9: Cost of energy supply systems. Solid lines indicate ’best-case’ scenario; dotted lines indicate ’worstcase’. Sources: see footnote4
Cost (£/kW)
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Table 5: Other cost considerations

0.05
!"!"

!"
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Measure and description
Tariffs: In the ’best-case’ economic scenario, a carbon
tariff is imposed on all GHG emissions from the building. The tariff is set at a value of £13/ton-CO2 for all
years, matching the UK carbon reduction commitment
in its first phase
Subsidies: Under either economic scenario, a subsidy
of £0.026/kWh is provided for thermal energy delivered
by biomass (from the UK Renewable Heat Incentive);
£0.02/kWh is provided for thermal energy delivered by
ASHPs for the ’best-case’ scenario only
O&M costs: Although not shown above, O&M costs
are considered for all energy supply systems. Data on
O&M costs were contained from the same sources as
listed above.
Discount rate: A discount rate of 6% is chosen for all
scenarios
Service life: We assume the service life of all new
equipment to be greater than 20 years

0.1

!"#$

#"!!

(kW)
Figure 10: AverageSystem
cost ofCapacity
mini-CHP
systems (assumed
variance = 12.5%) Sources: see foonote4

0.15

0
!"##

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Business-as-usual case
In the BAU case, we assume that the existing boiler
reaches its end of service life just before the second investment period. At that point, a central agency allo4 Cost data sources: UK Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC) - Digest of UK energy statistics (DUKES), and
Biomass prices in the heat and electricity sectors in the UK (2010);
NERA and AEA - The UK Supply Curve for Renewable Heat (2009);
Action Energy - CHP Sizer 2 (2004); Energy Savings Trust - Potential
for microgeneration study and analysis (2005)
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cates funds in order to replace the existing boiler with
a condensing unit. In doing so, it also improves the
HVAC plant’s control unit, and enforces an overnight
setback temperature during heating periods. No other
technologies are installed or replaced under BAU.
Available capital and constraints
The capital required for a particular strategy, CAPREQ ,
is to be solved as part of the simulation. An additional
cost assessment mechanism is included to cater for endof-life replacement expenditures.
If an existing technology reaches the end of its service
life, the building manager will be allocated additional
money from an exogenous fund in order to replace it.
The building manager can choose to use this money to
replace the technology outright, or instead use it on any
combination of alternative measures so long as occupant
services continue to be met.
However, in the case that a building manager would
wish to replace a technology before the end of its service life, the manager will not receive the funds it would
have been allocated. Hence, replacing units before the
end of their service life incurs an implicit penalty by
forcing the manager to pay for it.

With such a large number of solutions, it is difficult from the outset - to easily identify appropriate strategies to pursue. One way to further trim the number of
feasible results, however, is to impose an additional filter based on perceived risk. It can be assumed that any
building manager will invest in a strategy only if the
dividends will be reasonably secure in light of economic
uncertainty. Hence, we define a medium-risk investment
as one in which the NPV under ’worst-case’ conditions
is no less than 50% its value under ’best-case’ conditions. We define a low-risk investment to be that in
which the reduction is no more than 20 % its ’best-case’
value.
Applying this rule, the number of feasible strategies
reduces to 16,169 in the medium-risk category, and
only 106 in the low-risk category. Figure 12 illustrates
the ROI of each strategy in the medium-risk category
against its discounted capital cost. The sharp peaks
are attributed to specific demand-side energy reduction
measures that are purchased upfront in year zero. The
vertical alignment of points at each peak illustrate the
range of impact that the second investment period can
have on the overall NPV. The peaks of each spike represent strategies where the savings earned in the first
investment period are spent ideally on the technologies
that save the most money in the second period.
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Other constraints
It is assumed that the building aims only to have one
type of energy supply system with or without CHP.
Thus, we do not allow the combination of multiple types
of boilers and heat pumps.
Results
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Investigation of all feasible options over two investment
periods results in just over one million individual strategies. If we isolate only those strategies that provide
an ROI greater than one (e.g., NPV > 0), we find that
448,833 strategies exist in the ’best-case’ scenario and
100,769 in the ’worst case’ scenario. We illustrate this
in a scatter plot of all profitable investment strategies,
shown in figure 11.
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Figure 12: Return-on-investment for all cases sufficing
medium-risk. ’Worst-case’ values shown.
Though the realizable ROI follows the maximum value
observed at any CAPREQ , it is possible to devise an
ideal, analytical representation of ROI by trending the
peaks of the dataset, as shown in figure 12. The result is
an apparent multi-objective Pareto frontier negotiating
between ROI and CAPREQ .
In figure 13, we illustrate similar outcomes for the lowrisk economic scenario. We extract from the dataset
those strategies which lay near the ideal ROI curve but
offer the maximum mean GHG savings between the
’best-case’ and ’worst’case’ scenarios. These strategies
are identified in figure 13 and defined further in table 6.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
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Figure 11: Scatter plot of all simulated strategies with
NPV > 0

The case study has explored how the proposed modelling approach can be used to exhaustively simulate,
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Figure 13: ROI and GHG emissions reduced for all
cases sufficing low-risk. ’Worst-case’ values shown
Table 6: Description of chosen strategies in ’low-risk’
scenario
Strategy Period 1 investment
A
Setback T, boiler
B
Setback T, boiler
C

Setback T, boiler

D

Draught, eTRVs,
boiler
Boiler, CHP

E

Period 2 investment
PIR, boiler*
Setback T, boiler*,
CHP
PIR, T8T5, boiler*,
CHP
PIR,
eTRVs,
boiler*, CHP
Boiler*, CHP

Jenkins, D., Liu, Y., and Peacock, A. 2008a. Climatic
and internal factors affecting future UK office heating and cooling energy consumptions. Energy and
Buildings, 40(5):874–881.
Jenkins, D., Tucker, R., Ahadzi, M., and Rawlings, R.
2008b. The performance of air-source heat pumps
in current and future offices. Energy and Buildings,
40(10):1901–1910.
Liao, Z., Swainson, M., and Dexter, A. 2005. On the
control of heating systems in the UK. Building and
Environment, 40(3):343–351.
Ooka, R. and Komamura, K. 2009. Optimal design
method for building energy systems using genetic algorithms. Building and Environment, 44(7):1538–
1544.

and optimize, building retrofit strategies. It should be
noted that the case study required roughly 8 hours of
model set-up (e.g., user time) followed by 36 hours of
automated simulation using a single Windows PC operating on a Intel Xeon quad-core platform with 4GB of
RAM.
The authors acknowledge a number of areas where further investigation and model development would be desirable. Such areas include the provisioning for analysis
of thermal storage systems, incorporating engineering
performance uncertainties and evaluating the effects of
future meteorological changes.
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